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WAT E R
Dear Educator,
Water is something that forms part of all of our
lives. We literally could not live without it.
Mission:Explore Water is a playful way for young
explorers to learn about water. These notes
accompany a Mission:Explore Water eBook that is
available to download for free. Inside this
printable eBook are 51 missions that challenge
learners to discover, explore and think about
water in new ways.
Missions from the book can be used by every subject
in the curriculum. While you could teach through
the missions purely in Geography, Science or
Design and Technology time, you could also
consider holding a water day or week with every
subject area challenging pupils to complete a
relevant mission in a (semi)co-ordinated way. This

could be arranged by asking colleagues to agree a
simple window of delivery plan and then putting a
relevant mission into each of their pigeon holes.
Mission:Explore is imaginative and in some cases
you will need to use your imagination and
professional experience to see precisely how the
mission might fit into your subject area. We have
provided some guidance and notes in this book, we
have not been prescriptive or comprehensive. Your
professional role is essential for taking the ideas
in this book and turning them into challenges that
are appropriate for your learners and context.
All of the missions can also be found on the
Mission:Explore website where you and your
explorers can collect badges for doing them. The
website is free to use. Take a look now at our site
www.missionexplore.net and if you have any
questions simply tweet us @MissionExplore.

It’s time to explore.
Mission:Explore

Get exploring
Get outside and Mission:Explore
Mission:Explore is all about exploring, playing
and learning outdoors. We make and share
inspirational missions for people to complete.
Missions
Our missions are curious, creative and critical
activities that are often open and subjective in
nature. Missions inspire and trigger explorations.
Explore
Exploration is about asking questions and
searching for answers, even you don’t know exactly
what you are going to discover. It is a process of
experiential enquiry, often best done outdoors.
Not just for London
These resources have been made with London-biased
funding so you will see lots of references to the
city. Not in London? You’ll find that 99.9% of this
resource is useful when teaching about water.
Love Giant Woolly Mammoths
We like Giant Woolly Mammoth (#GWM): an approach
to education that stands up for soft, woolly
learning that can have BIG outcomes. While the
missions can be open to interpretation, you can
easily adapt them for your schemes of work.

Going guerrilla
Mission:Explore was forged on the principles of
guerrilla teaching and learning. Our definition
of a guerrilla teacher or learner is someone who is
creative, thinking outside the box and acts in
surprising ways. Just going outside to learn in
the rain may be a guerrilla education act in your
context.
Don’t teach lessons! Lead messy sessions
Life is fairly messy and so is learning. Over the
following pages you will find a series of messy
session plans which outline suggested sequences of
missions that fit into an enquiry theme (such as
rain). A messy plan is different from a lesson plan
in that we are not imposing top-down objectives,
outcomes, timings or locations.
You may choose to teach a session over an hour,
week, month or year, in class, in school, as
homework or as fieldwork. You may do one mission
in a very deep way or several missions more
quickly; it is entirely up to you. The trick with
messy things is to be well-planned. Our missions
ask you to be prepared and ready to go outdoors, to
be creative and to remain flexible. For example, it
needs to rain if you are to complete some missions
so be ready to take advantage of any precipitation
when it comes.

Of course, you will have your own planning, scheme
of work, books and (un)prepared lessons on water
and related themes. While you can just teach using
Mission:Explore we would fully expect you to
consider supplementing our messy sessions with
other approaches and resources.

Additional things to consider
>> Missions may take a short or long time. Don’t be
afraid to extend a good exploration over a long
period.
>> If an explorer sets off on a ‘set’ mission but
returns having done a different mission, this may
result in better learning than doing a forced
mission that they were told to do. We love it when
explorers have taken inspiration from a suggested
mission but have done something to shake it up a
little.
>> Visit our online explorer community: explorers
and teachers can join up to find and accomplish
missions outside of school hours.
www.missionexplore.net
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What is rain?
Teacher notes: Raindrops will leave marks on
cardboard that can be measured and counted.
Challenge your pupils to catch rain and record
their results. Make the most of the learning
opportunity by discussing any variations between
them. This is seriously good fun.

Why does it rain?
Teacher notes: If you trap water inside an empty
bottle and then allow it to warm up, the water will
evaporate onto the roof of the bottle. Let it cool
and the water will condense and fall as ‘rain’.
Giving learners the opportunity to make land and
add plants will make this mission even stronger...
but you will need to agree a creative way to open
the ‘bottle’.

Are all raindrops the same?
Teacher notes: At first sight this is might seem
like a ridiculous game, which it can be… but it
can also be the first step into an investigation
into different kinds of raindrops. The size of a
raindrop changes the sound it makes on impact, its
shape as it falls and the speed that it will move
across a window. On a serious note, each raindrop
is like a little water bomb that can deliver both
vital moisture but also an impact that can
contribute to erosion.

How do you predict rainfall?
Teacher notes: This mission can be as complicated
as you want it to be. You could ask your explorers
to predict the day or hour that it will rain. You
could also challenge them to predict the precise
minute or second that the first drops will fall.
They could base their predictions on weather
reports, maps or physical observations depending
on where they are in their learning and your
objectives. Let your explorers step outside for a
minute during the time of their prediction…

What are the different kinds of clouds?
Teacher notes: The World Meteorological
Organization classifies clouds according to their
height. In peculiar a reversal of decent grammar
they have named these cloud low, cloud medium and
cloud high. Across these heights are 10 main cloud
types: Cirrus Cirrocumulus and Cirrostratus are
high at 20,000ft or above, Altocumulus, Altostratus
and Nimbostratus are in the middle at between
between 6,500 and 20,000 ft and finally below 6,500
ft are the low clouds of Stratocumulus, Stratus and
Cumulus with Cumulonimbus at the very bottom. Use
this mission to investigate why they look
different to each other.

What impacts does water have?
Teacher notes: While you could use this mission to
introduce how rain has a physical impact on the
land through erosion, we really created this
mission as an entertaining way to conserve water.
This may be a tricky mission to pull off, but we
challenge you to try it anyway.

How does rain effect wildlife?
Teacher notes: Land snails and slugs usually live
under things. When it rains they are forced to come
to the surface so that they do not drown. As well as
asking your explorers to compare how many slugs
and snails there are, ask them to work out where
they have come from to see if their homes have been
flooded.

How can we use rain?
Teacher notes: Water is used in an uncountable
number of ways, including in paints that are used
for ancient cave painting through to graffiti.
This mission subverts this subversive and
guerrilla approach to art by using the water
without using any dye, just a temporary wet and
dry patches that will disappear under any
following rainfall or sunshine. This is a great
way to harness and add value to rain without
creating any water waste. Many explorers when
visiting a place that you should “take only
photographs, leave only footprints”, a saying that
has synergy with this artistic approach.

What is the water cycle?
Teacher notes: This is a good mission to do around
your school site. Give your students a limited
amount of time some agreed limits and challenge
them to record as much of the water cycle as they
can. Look closely to see who looks up into the sky,
remembers that plants are part of the water cycle,
includes water that is stored and captures
themselves.

How can we communicate the water cycle?
Teacher notes: We all know that film can be a
powerful way to communicate scientific knowledge
and understanding. If you have access to a tablet
or laptop you will be able to download affordable
software for making a stop-motion animation.
Either by doing multiple drawings or using props
your explorers will be able to take sequences of
photos that can be turned into an animation. Just
search the web for stop-motion animation software.
If you do not have access to computers use decks of
notes as flip-books. You can even use an old record
player, which we know is tricky but is totally
awesome. Just follow the link on this page.

How can we have fun in the rain?
Teacher notes: How can you justify doing this
mission at school? Well, singing in the rain is fun
and we should all have fun in our lives.

How does water flow through a river catchment?
Teacher notes: This is a mammoth mission, but it’s
also very cool. Travelling the full length of the
Thames may be too ambitious but you could find a
smaller tributary to follow: think creatively and
who knows what you will be able to achieve. The
WWT and RSPB have sites next to the Thames. You
could also travel the length of rivers around the
world virtually.

How does rubbish drainage affect wildlife?
Teacher notes: Find an accessible pond, stream,
canal or river nearby. Walk along or around it
looking for pollution or rubbish. Find out where
it has come from. This is an opportunity to get
your explorers to empathise with the wildlife and
consider the cost of any rubbish.

What is a catchment?
Teacher notes: A catchment is the area of land that
is drained by a river system. It will include
streams, rivers, reservoirs, lakes and puddles.
Much of the water that lands in the Thames Basin
finds its way into the River Thames. This messy
activity introduces the idea that water is caught
and transported.

Where does water come from and go to?
Teacher notes: This mission is crying out for you
to go on a little explore of your local drains,
streams, rivers and lakes. Before starting you
might want to agree with your explorers what kind
of fish you are drawing your map for - small fish
can get through tighter spaces while a salmon
would be capable of jumping over some serious
obstacles. Consider doing this mission with a
local expert who knows all about your local water
network.

What do rivers transport?
Teacher notes: As well as water, silt, sediment,
sand and stones the River Thames is full of things
that have floated downstream and deposited on its
banks. You can find interesting things ranging
from historic pottery to animal bones. This is a
seriously risky mission and you should get local
expert advice before carrying it out.

Why should we not poison rivers?
Teacher notes: Following on from MEW016, rivers
transport all kinds of things including pollution.
This mission is more of a statement than anything
else, but you could use the illustration to start a
discussion on the causes and effects of river
pollution. See sections on SuDS and Pymmes Brook
in back of this booklet for more ideas and info.

What happens on a river’s journey from source to
mouth?
Teacher notes: The enjoyable part of this mission
is the very long paper. Be prepared to be
ridiculous and give your explorers some very long
paper as they will enjoy this. You could use till
receipts or rolls of old wallpaper. Before starting
your explorers will need to research a stream or
river. They could do this using the internet, books
or by going outside and following a local stream.

Where does my food come from?
Teacher notes: While the mission in the pupil book
is about making a label, the real challenge is to
explore where the edge of your water catchment
area and see what foods they can find that come
from within it. To do this you will need to visit
local shops to list which foods are grown and or
produced within the catchment.

How could gutters be improved?
Teacher notes: Give your explorers a chance to
investigate your school gutters or the gutters at
home. You could ask them to draw a map or field
sketch of what they find. Once back in class
question them on where they go, how they are used
and what water does. Using their imagination, ask
them to design an alternative that makes better use
of rainwater that enters the gutters. Might you be
able to turn any of these ideas into a reality? See
sections on SuDS and Pymmes Brook in back of this
booklet for more river pollution ideas and info.

How is water drained?
Teacher notes: You need large pieces of plastic
tubing, large jugs of rain water and toy boats for
this mission. Each explorer guesses the best place
to locate their tube and then simultaneously pours
all of their water into tube. The explorer whose
water stays in the tube the longest wins. A great
session on infiltration rates.

What is inside water?
Teacher notes: To attempt this challenge, provide
your explorers with a range of materials that they
can use to attempt to filter some water. While this
mission can be used to investigate the filtering
properties of different materials, use it to
introduce microscopic organisms and chemicals
that are held in solution.

What difference does a green catchment make?
Teacher notes: Before starting show your explorers
some examples of buildings with green roofs (like a
Hobbit hole). We recommend challenging them to
build a house for an animal, but use turf or seeded
soil for its roof.

What good is 1 litre of water?
Teacher notes: This mission is great to run as a
competition. Let your explorers pick from a range
of pots, soils and seeds but give them all exactly
the same amount of water. The game is simple… who
can grow the best plant from 1 litre of water? Cress
is a very simple and edible plant to use for this
experiment.

How do people who do not have tap water survive?
Teacher notes: We know that this is an incredibly
challenging mission, but the learning is the value
of water and the benefits of living in a place
where the vast majority of us have water
transported to us. A good question to ask is: how
would your life change if you had to collect all of
your water?

How far away do we harvest water from?
Teacher notes: There are two good ways to complete
this mission. The first and easiest way is to ask
your explorers to search their home to look for a
water-based product that is old or was made in a
distant place. Alternatively walk to your local
supermarket and see what you can find on the
shelves. Consider plotting your discoveries on a
world map and timeline.

How do you make a pond?
Teacher notes: Organise a small adventure to visit
local ponds in your neighbourhood to see what is
different or similar about them. Based on this
first-hand experience and some research your
explorers should be able to to design a basic pond.
This mission comes into its own if you create the
opportunity for your students to actually make a
pond.

What lives in water?
Teacher notes: Spend some time pond dipping and
investigating real creatures that live in a local
pond before doing this mission. After drawing an
ugly creature, challenge your explorers to draw an
animal that is best adapted to a specific wet
habitat.

How can we make better use of rainfall?
Teacher notes: Take some time to list all of the
reasons why this might be a good action and a bad
action. Which list is longer?

When does soil become dirt?
Teacher notes: Things that are ‘dirty’ are usually
seen as wrong or out of place in some way. In a
flower bed earth is soil but on your face it is dirt
and you become dirty. Make the most of this mission
by investigating not only the physical differences
between soils, but the philosophical ones too. Good
luck.

How do we transport water?
Teacher notes: Following MEW001 and MEW013 to
craftily capture water this one is all about
transporting the harvest. Provide a range of
different materials so that your explorers can try
and develop the best method for getting the water
from A to B.

How do you use less water?
Teacher notes: This challenge asks your explorers
to think then take serious action. Before the
lesson find your school’s water bills and water
meter details to set the scene. You even propose
that students are given some of the savings that
the school makes as a result of their actions.

What causes floods?
Teacher notes: While making a flood disaster movie
can be entertaining, challenge your explorers to
include realistic detail about the kind of
situations that would result in flooding. One way
that you could do this is by making ‘mini-floods’
using water in your school grounds in different
types of places. We recommend supplying or making
tiny people to turn little spills into giant
floods. This mission links well with MEW046 - Play
battle ships.

How do animals move in water?
Teacher notes: We recommend you do this just
because it is fun. You should join in too.

Is it ever good to be dirty?
Teacher notes: This mission is straightforward to
do, but throws up some interesting questions. We
are brough up to be clean, but can we be too clean?
Should we be clean at all costs? Is it ever OK to be
filthy dirty? What impact do cleaning products
have on our health and the environment? These are
just some of the questions that you could
interrogate by holding a community of enquiry
circle time.

What kinds of animals are dependent on water
habitats?
Teacher notes: Go on a walk to see how many animals
you can spot that dwell in and around water. Ask
your explorers to identify as many as they can and
keep a record of what they spot and where. Once you
have some data you can analyse it to try and work
out why some water dwellers appear to be more
numerous than others.

How is water used?
Teacher notes: This easy mission introduces the
idea that we need and use water and that it is a
finite and valuable resource. As your explorers
use their clay it will dry out and crack: this can
be used as a metaphor for problems that result from
poor water management. If you are in London you
may be able to dig up good clay locally.

How do you swim?
Teacher notes: How can you study water and not go
swimming? If you cannot get to a swimming pool,
have a go at dry swimming on dry land instead it’s ridiculous but worth 5 minutes for laughter.

Who is responsible for water waste?
Teacher notes: Use this mission as a starting point
for a larger investigation into who wastes the
most water in your school. Ask your students to
gather and present evidence on what they find to
turn this mission into some serious citizen
science action.

How can we use less water?
Teacher notes: Using a short tune to shower to can
time how long you are in the shower. If you finish
when the song finishes it can help to save water…
if the song is a short one. Challenge your
explorers to complete this mission but also ask
them to brain-shower other “fun” ways to reduce
water use at home and at school.

Can you survive on four litres of water a day?
Teacher notes: This mission is all about keeping a
record of how much water your explorers are using.
They will ideally need to create some kind of a
record sheet to monitor their use.

What five things should I do to reduce how much
water I use?
Teacher notes: This mission follows on well from
MEW036 to brain-shower ways to use less water.
Before coming up with their five point plan,
challenge your explorers to consider what they
can do and A) how easy it will be to do and B) how
much of an impact it will have. They should try to
do the things that strike a good balance between
the two.

How do you communicate the importance of water?
Teacher notes: A perfect opportunity to go
guerrilla. Think about the best place for your
explorers’ performance. It could be a public place
or perhaps a film made in a wild location: a great
tool to spread your message. Allow lots of time for
your explorers to research and rehearse their
routine before you put it on show.

What is harvested rainwater good for?
Teacher notes: What is the learning in this
mission? First and foremost… how to have fun
without wasting water. Of course, there is a great
deal of skill and teamwork needed in a good water
fight too.

How is water transported around our school?
Teacher notes: We strongly recommend asking
whoever looks after your school’s plumbing to give
your explorers a school-water tour. Ask them to
show where water comes into the school, where
water is measured, the pipes that distribute clean
water and those that take it back out of the school
again.

How do I waste water?
Teacher notes: Drinking and weeing are of vital
importance to our lives. Being hydrated is good
for our health, helps us to think better,
concentrate more, flush toxins out of our bodies
and generally feel good. Knowing that your wee
should be clear and not smelly is an important life
skill. Your explorers will love talking about and
doing this mission. It may even help them
rehydrate better.

Where does water go?
Teacher notes: We recommend doing this mission
first for a cow. Your explorers will enjoy drawing
snot, tears, milk and wee coming out of the animal.
After giggling settles down challenge them to do
the same thing for your school, allowing them to go
outside and explore the grounds looking for all of
the ins and outs.

Where does your poo go?
Teacher notes: This is a good opportunity to build
on MEW043 Go water divining - once your poo makes
its way out of the school where does it go? You
could pay a visit to your local sewage works. This
is also a good opportunity to talk about how
important good wee and poo removal systems are to
public health.

How can water be caught by people?
Teacher notes: This crafty mission builds nicely
on MEW001 to design a device that catches the most
raindrops. Allow them to actually build and use
their invention to bring this mission to life. You
can also use this mission to talk about the
different types of greywater and possibilites for
appropriate reuse of water.

Where are London’s rivers?
Teacher notes: For this mission you will need to do
some research on your local rivers to find out
where they are and where they go. In many cases,
rivers are channeled and even disappear for
stretches under roads, buildings and the city.
Either as a field trip or as homework, challenge
your explorers to find and follow one of these
underground rivers while remaining (strictly)
above ground.

What have we learned?
Teacher notes: Ask your explorers to draw the
outline of a ‘pool’ on a piece of paper and then fill
it in with everything that they can remember that
they have learnt while exploring water recently.
Provide time for them to share their memories
including the most and least important things and
how they are going to use their new understanding
in their lives. We recommend encouraging them to
think about water use and the importance of
conserving water whenever they can.

Additional classroom activities
A: Water goes in circles
Pour a glass of water and place it on the desk, in
the centre of a sheet of A3 paper. Draw increasingly
large concentric circles around this first one,
which should be labelled with the different scales
you are going to investigate, including personal,
me, local, my school, national, my community,
global and my town/city.
Label examples of connections that can be made
between the students’ use of water and various
flows and stores that make up the water cycle.

B: Bodies of Water
How much of you is water? Watch a presentation
about our personal connection with water such as
www.slideshare.net/jbrenman/thirst. Water is
around us and within us. We would not exist
without it. You can ask these questions afterwards:
Which are the most surprising facts?
Which of the facts would you like to change?
Which of the facts do you think you could change?

C: The Bigger Picture
Thames Water have a useful summary of the larger
circulation of water that forms the water cycle.
The water that passes through any city forms a
small part of this larger cycle, but there is also
an urban water cycle, which can be considered
separately. Visit www.tinyurl.com/TWcycle.
Discuss the global importance of the water cycle.
How long has it been going round? What keeps the
cycle going? Where is the earth’s water from and
how was it created? Create two versions of the
cycle (natural and urban) to show the changes in
urban areas. These could be modeled or made from
other materials.

D: Drip drip drop
What are the options for a raindrop falling on the
school from above? This journey could be
visualised using Google Earth.
Put a placemark on Google Earth on the school
building, then zoom out so that the UK fills the
screen. Make sure that cloud layers are visible.
Double click the name of the placemark in the left
column and zoom in like a raindrop falling...

Additional school grounds activities
A: Investigate your school
Start with a fieldtrip around the school site,
inside and outside the building. Look for examples
of sustainable drainage (i.e. where is rain water
able to soak into the ground rather than go down the
drain?) or opportunities to create Sustainable
Drainage Systems. You could take some bottles of
water, and explore which surfaces outside are more
or less permeable by pouring a small amount of water
onto them and watching how quickly the water soaks
into them, stays on the surface or runs off them.

B: Exploring catchment areas
This activity could include Ordnance Survey maps,
a GIS package, Digimap for Schools or Google maps.
Blue lines denote a water course - gaps suggest it
has been directed under ground. When water falls
to the ground, it falls into the catchment area of a
particular river. No matter where you are on land,
you are always in a catchment area of some kind.
Which river is your school in the catchment area
of? Where does that river flow into? Is it part of a
larger river system? You could ask a council
environment officer about local streams and rivers.

Additional fieldwork activities
A: Map puddles
Discuss with students the nature of different
surfaces. Go out after a storm, and map where water
has accumulated. How much of the area you’re
investigating is impermeable?
Search for depression stores (otherwise known as
puddles). Where is water being stored in places
that the students can’t see? Are there water butts
or other methods of storing water in use? Is there
a pond or other body of water on site?

B: The great escape
Follow on from MEW045 Track your poo and go on a
field trip to investigate waste water. The removal
of sewage is an important part of this process, not
least because it forms part of your water company’s
bill. When water is used, such as in washing
machines, it usually needs to be removed and
treated. Investigate what sewers operate from a
property, and where the water might go. Your site
manager will be able to tell you about foul and
surface water sewers and help you track water
through by the position of drain covers or maps.

Additional home activities
A: Close to home
Try to identify rivers and other water features
that run within a few miles of home. Create a
personal map of these features.
Get out your local OS map sheet, and explore how
water features are shown on it.
What percentage of squares on the sheet have a
water feature in them?
Which parts of the country do you think would have
the most ‘watery’ squares in them?

B: Reduce your footprint
Come up with some simple actions that you can take
in different rooms of your house, or particular
areas of the school, to reduce the water that is
wasted, or that goes into the drainage system
unnecessarily. Use Thames Water’s website:
www.tinyurl.com/TWsave
What is involved in each suggestion? How much
might it cost to carry out this action? What would
be the benefits? Can you reduce your bills?

Activities local to the Thames
A: A river runs through it
The River Thames is the river that people associate
with the city of London. It flows right through the
centre of the city: the meanders form a familiar
shape, seen on the opening credits of Eastenders.
At the eastern end of this stretch of river is the
Thames Flood Barrier, and also areas of wetlands
managed by the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust (WWT).
Follow the River Thames as far as you can on the
Guardian’s interactive view from 350m up in The
Shard: www.tinyurl.com/shardview
Don’t forget to change the lighting from day to
night in the top right of the screen too. This is a
nice way to visualise the importance of the river
to London’s development and its connections with
the future of the city.
Remember that the Thames is not the only river in
London. There are many other watercourses and
rivers, some of which have been culverted and now
run beneath the city’s streets. Some of London’s
streets are named after rivers, such as Fleet
Street.

Can you find any signs of hidden rivers close to
the school? Look at these maps: www.tinyurl.com/
underriver. You could identify the possible clues
that there are rivers or water features in the area
around the school.

B: London, built on water
London is built on an aquifer: a type of rock which
is able to store water. Over the centuries, water
has been pumped up to the surface from that aquifer
to help supply the city’s residents with water.
The pressure that the water is under used to bring
it to the surface without the need for pumping in
several locations, where there were public
drinking fountains. Are there any near your
school? www.findafountain.org
Use the British Geological Survey website or the
iGeology app to explore which rocks lie
underneath your school. Can you see evidence of
these rocks in the area around the school, or in
the buildings itself? Are they rocks which absorb
water or do they allow water through them, or are
they impermeable to water?

C: Pymmes Brook
Maps of the area are needed for this exploration of
a stream. Use mapping to find the source of the
brook at TQ249976. Follow the brook NE through
rural land, then E through the urban area of
Hadley Wood. From TQ272984, the brook flows S
through Hadley Wood Golf Course and a series of
ponds before it is joined by Green Brook at
TQ272973. This channel becomes Pymmes Brook
downstream from Jack’s Lake at TQ271968. It flows
from here to its confluence with the River Lee at
TQ351905 as an urban water-course. It flows in a
culvert to reduce flood risk and cannot be seen in
its lower stretches.
The Pymmes Brook catchment covers 4,230 hectares
and is 10 miles long. Nearly 4 miles of the brook is
in concrete lined channels or culverts (underground
sections that go under a road). You can walk along
part of the brook - find out about the trail here:
www.bertuchi.co.uk/pymmesbrook.html. Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS) were built in ten schools in
the catchment in 2011 and 2012 - find out about them
here: http://sudsforschools.wwt.org.uk.
The Thames River Basin Management Plan classifies
the Pymmes Brook as a heavily modified waterbody

with an ecological status as ‘moderate’. Some parts
of the catchment are classified as ‘poor’ for
ammonia and phosphate with ‘high’ temperature and
pH, and ‘poor’ dissolved oxygen. This means the
quality of water in the Brook is not good and this
is bad news for people as well as the wildlife that
call the brook home. Invertebrates are often used
as indicators of river health and the Pymmes Brook
invertebrates received a poor score when the 2009
report was written. Search for the Environment
Agency’s Thames River Basin Management Plan to
find out more about this report.
>> Explore a stretch of the brook that is accessible
to you. How would you assess its health and water
quality? Is there evidence of human interference
at certain points? Map these.
>> Where does pollution enter the brook either
accidentally or intentionally? What would the
brook be like as a place to live if you were a fish
or other aquatic species?
>> What affect do ammonia and phosphate have on
quality of life for water dwellers? Where do these
things come from? How can you stop them getting
into the Pymmes Brook?

What are SuDS?
SuDS are Sustainable Drainage Systems - a way of
dealing with rain water in built up areas. In
cities and towns there are lots of hard surfaces
like roofs, road and pavements which stop water
soaking into the ground. Water moving on hard
surfaces collects bits of all the nasty muck it
flows over, carrying it to rivers and polluting
them. This water can cause flooding too. As an area
gets even more built up, these problems gets worse
and our underground pipe systems have to take
more water than they were designed for.
SuDS mimic what happens in natural areas by
slowing down rain water getting to rivers and
cleaning it up along the way. SuDS include green
roofs, reed beds, water butts and rain gardens. As
well as providing a water management system, SuDS
can give homes to wildlife and plants and provide
great opportunities for play and learning.
To find out more about SuDS, visit the WWT’s site:
http://sudsforschools.wwt.org.uk/what-are-suds

Further learning links
General SuDS information
>> SuDS for Schools
www.sudsforschools.wwt.org.uk/what-are-suds
>> SuDS: potential for people and wildlife
www. tinyurl.com/l78q44z
>> British Geological Society
www.tinyurl.com/k6dy4ox
>> Susdrain general website
www.susdrain.org
>> Susdrain SuDS animation video
www.susdrain.org/resources/videos.html
>> Susdrain Water Sensitive Urban Design video
www.tinyurl.com/m4lad8m
>> CIRIA Water Sensitive Urban Design booklet
www.tinyurl.com/mvpwtdc
>> UK Rain Garden Guide
http://raingardens.info

WWT
>> Learning page
www.wwt.org.uk/learn/wwt-learning-resources
>> London Wetland Centre school visits page
www.wwt.org.uk/visit/london/plan-your-visit/
school-visits/
>> London Wetland Centre
www.wwt.org.uk/wetland-centres/london/

Thames Water
>> The water cycle
www.thameswater.co.uk/cycles/accessible/water_
cycle.html
>> The water treatment process
www.thameswater.co.uk/cycles/accessible/water_
treatment.html
>> The sewage treatment process
www.thameswater.co.uk/cycles/accessible/sewage_
treatment.html
>> Education centres
www.thameswater.co.uk/about-us/3494.htm

Other useful links
>> Discovering Wetlands: primary school resource
www.tinyurl.com/c2eoyot
www.tinyurl.com/l99t8m2
>> River health: for pollutants and effects on river
health see page 9 of this booklet
www.tinyurl.com/mmbj85d
>> Online game - SuDSNet WaterTown
www.watertown.abertay.ac.uk
>> CIWEM Tomorrow’s Water: win a trip to Stockholm
www. tinyurl.com/kmdjp6r

This book was made in association with:

Thames Water provides an essential service to over 14
million people. Good environmental management is critical
to us. We are working to protect water supplies for everyone,
and for the environment.
www.thameswater.co.uk

The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust (WWT) is one of the world’s most
respected wetland conservation organisations working to
safeguard wetlands for wildlife and people. Our SuDS for
Schools project, run in partnership with Environment Agency
and Thames Water, shows how schools can reduce flooding,
protect rivers and provide hands-on learning opportunities.
www.wwt.org.uk

The Environment Agency is the public body established to
protect and improve the environment and to contribute to
sustainable development.
www.environment-agency.gov.uk

The Royal Bank of Canada provided funds for the learning
resources for SuDS for Schools as part of their Blue
Water Project.
www.rbc.com/environment/bluewater

We are teachers, local authority officers, third and private
sector workers, governors and others who volunteer our time
to run LSSF. We want schools to become more sustainable
places. Our aim is for ‘Every School in London’ to be
sustainable by 2020.
www.londonsustainableschools.org

The RSPB is the UK’s largest conservation charity, working to
give nature a home. We play with water and mud on a huge scale
to create places where people can discover nature. These places
can protect against flooding, store water and filter waste. They
run the Wildlife Action Awards: all about finding out about
wildlife, doing practical things to help and telling others.
www.rspb.org.uk/youth

The Mayor’s office has a key role in running London and sets
out plans and policies for the city. The Mayor wants London to
be the ‘best big city in the world’.
www.london.gov.uk

Mission:Explore
Mission:Explore is a special kind of training for
guerrilla geographers, experimental explorers and
crafty cooks. Discover missions through our books,
website and iPhone app. Our missions are not aimed
at people of any particular age, but those with a
particularly curious, critical and creative frame
of mind. But be warned. By doing our missions you
will never see the world in the same way again.

Our books include Mission:Explore Food, a
revolutionary cookbook, guide, fieldbook and
atlas to what we grow in the ground, chase around
fields, put in our mouths, poo out our bums and
plant our seeds in. The book includes loads of
recipes, missions, games and wisdom on good ways
to find, eat and dispose of food. Yum yum!

Visit our website for loads more missions. You can
sign up, have adventures, explore the outoors and
collect badges from us and a range of other
awesome groups like the RSPB, John Muir and
National Geographic. You can also sign up to your
school group and if you’re a teacher you can
validate your account and set your students
missions to complete.

www.missionexplore.net
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